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MBBS Student Raja (Sanjay Dutt) has been in love with Suman (Arvind
Kumar) for ever, but when Suman gets married to Dr. Nair (Dr. Nair) who

has come from Dubai, Raja is heartbroken. The boy forgets everything and
becomes a drunkard. The same year, his maternal uncle Farah Fasal
(Bhagwant Chhaparia), who also hails from Ahmedabad, visits Raja's

house one day and tries to sell him a useless property. It was that very
property that Raja and his sister used to look after. Their other sister
Priyanka (Dimple Kapadia) understands the valuable nature of the
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property. Raja becomes tensed after hearing about the same. One day,
Raja comes to know that his father is suffering from heart disease. Raja's

father wants him to marry Suman, but he refuses. He asks him to visit
Bombay for the operation. The father then reveals to Raja that Raja's

mother (Sushma Shroff) is suffering from cancer. Farah Fasal comes to
know about the situation and offers to sell that property to Raja's father.
Raja's father however asks him to marry Priyanka, as she can administer

better than he can the property of Raja's father. The father leaves for
Mumbai to complete his treatment. Soon, Raja's father gets a better job.
He returns and tells Raja's sister Priyanka that he is very much fine. But,
when Kiran throws herself off the seven-storeyed palace window at just
the moment Raja takes the plunge for the second time, she lands in the
arms of an innocent man, and finds herself getting divorced. After that,

she marries Raja, however, she is suspicious of him and begins to live with
him only to find that he continues to throw up windows to kill Kiran for
being the cause of the nasty divorce. However, when a spy comes in to

destroy Raja and Kiran's home, everything takes a terrible turn. This film
reveals the hectic experience of modern life. The plot is somewhat similar

to the Hollywood movie Sleepy Hollow. The leading characters are
substituted by characters from the original tale, and the most interesting

character is Sleepy. However, this is very much a Bollywood-style film. The
characteristic songs that were created in this film are widely played in

Bollywood. The most renowned ones are "Dulha Nahi Raheen", "Chandni
Baat" and "Dulhe Raja Ke Saath". Its music is easily remembered. The only
reason it is not included in the list of the 1001 movies is that, of the 1001
movies of Bollywood, they are only three titles that were written on the
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